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Purpose 
The purpose of the Series 501 CAL-Led Writing Tryouts is to ensure that the Writing tasks currently in 
development elicit the necessary evidence that allows us to make inferences about students’ levels of English 
language development as defined by the WIDA ELD Standards Framework and the Writing item specifications. 

The Tryouts results are used in two ways: 

1. To select which tasks will continue to Teacher-Led Tryouts.
2. To inform revisions to continuing tasks prior to Teacher-Led Tryouts.

Research Questions 
Series 501 CAL-Led Writing Tryouts address the following research questions: 

1. Does the writing task successfully elicit language as defined in the item specification?
2. Does anything in the writing task (e.g., input, graphics, prompt, sample writing) appear to prevent

students from demonstrating their written English language proficiency?
3. Do responses to the writing task lend themselves to clear and efficient scoring decisions?

Participants 
Tryouts were conducted March 23, 2018. A total of 22 students from an elementary school in Maryland 
participated in Series 501 CAL-led Writing Tryouts.  

Table 1 below shows the total number of students who participated by grade level cluster. Students’ reported 
overall proficiency levels ranged from 1 through 4. 

Table 1. Tryouts participation by grade level cluster 
Grade Level Cluster # students 
Grade 1 11 
Grades 2-3 7 
Grades 4-5 4 
Total 22 

Table 2 below shows which writing tasks were administered at the CAL-Led Tryouts (highlighted in yellow). Due 
to low recruitment numbers (i.e., the target recruitment per grade level cluster was 30 students), collecting 
responses was prioritized for tasks about which WIDA and/or CAL had previously raised concerns or questions. 

All tasks which were not administered at CAL-Led Tryouts will continue to Teacher-Led Tryouts in May. 
Recommended next steps for tasks which were administered at CAL-Led Tryouts are recorded in the Results 
section. 

Table 2. Series 501 Writing tasks administered at CAL-Led Tryouts 
GLC/Tier Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 
1 A W01A_LA_Coloring_501 W01A_LA_Morning_501 W01A_LA_Posters_501 
1 BC W01C_LS_LearningNewThings_501 W01C_LS_TreeUse_501 W01C_LS_Zookeeper_501 
23 A W23A_LA_AfterSchool_501 W23A_LA_GardenSurprise_501 W23A_LA_HowToMakeCards_501 
23 BC W23C_LS_ClassVotingProcess_501 W23C_LS_RiverCity_501 W23C_LS_SalimAli_501 
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45 A W45A_LA_Stargazing_501 W45A_LA_WaysToRead_501 W45A_LA_WorkingTogether_501 
45 BC W45C_LS_Braille_501 W45C_LS_Heating_501 W45C_LS_Industrial_501 
68 A W68A_LA_HourDecision_501 W68A_LA_Patience_501 W68A_LA_StudentLearning_501 
68 BC W68C_LS_ArtDeco_501 W68C_LS_ErieCanal_501 W68C_LS_StoringGrain_501 
912 A W91A_LA_Apples_501 W91A_LA_BookGenres_501 W91A_LA_PaintSpill_501 
912 BC W91C_LS_ChangingMoney_501 W91C_LS_Highways_501 W91C_LS_IndusValley_501 

 

Administration Procedures 
Table 3 summarizes the procedures used to collect student data. 

Table 3. Tryout Procedures 
Part Description 
0: Background Data A CAL researcher collected proficiency level data and classroom writing 

samples from the school contact. 

1: Scripted Introduction  A CAL researcher introduced the activity and answered any student 
questions. 

2: Writing Test Practice  
(Grades 4-5 students only) 

The students completed the new writing test practice. 

3: Writing Task 

The students completed one writing task appropriate for their grade 
level and proficiency level. A CAL researcher observed the student during 
the process and took notes on what was working and what was not 
working with each task. 

4: Survey The students completed a checklist-style survey about the writing task 
with support from a CAL researcher. 

5: Focus Group Interview A CAL researcher asked students for their opinions on the writing task 
and another CAL researcher recorded the feedback. 

Data Collected 
The following data was collected as part of the Tryouts: 

• Student responses to writing tasks 
• Student survey responses 
• Students’ overall proficiency levels 
• Student classroom writing samples 
• CAL observation notes (during tasks and focus group interview) 
• CAL analysis checklist responses 

Analysis Procedures 
At the completion of the Tryouts, all writing responses, survey responses, classroom writing, and observation 
notes were compiled and reviewed. Responses for the Tryouts tasks were scored by a trained rater using the 
Writing Scoring Scale. The data was analyzed by a committee of CAL test developers using an analysis checklist 
covering scoring ease, task input effectiveness, and desired response characteristics. Response scores were 
compared with students’ reported writing proficiency levels and classroom writing samples to assess whether 
the students responded as expected. 
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Results and Recommendations 
This section summarizes the results of the Tryouts for the Test Practice and for each Writing task, and provides a 
recommendation for which tasks should continue to Teacher-Led Tryouts, and which should be discontinued. 
For items that are recommended for Teacher-Led Tryouts, any revisions planned based on the CAL-Led Tryouts 
results are also recorded. 

 

Grades 1–3 
New Test Administrator’s Script 
Grades 1–3 tasks were administered using the new test administrator’s (TA) scripts, without “screenshots” of 
the student booklet and with streamlined input.  

Observers reported that the TA scripts were effective in eliciting on-target oral language from students before 
they began writing. Researchers also reported no difficulties utilizing the new TA scripts. 

 

New Student Booklet Layouts 
Grades 1–3 tasks also used new layouts, with sample writing provided for every task (P1, P2, P3, P5).  

Issue: In P3 and P5 task responses, students appeared unsure if they should copy the sample writing to begin 
their response. Some copied the sample, but others began their writing mid-sentence, treating the sample 
writing as part of their response.  

Next steps: To address this, the TA scripts will be revised to explicitly say, “You may copy these words to start 
your writing.” In addition, when tasks are scored operationally, guidance can be provided to raters that they 
sample writing may be treated as part of students’ responses if that appears to be the intent. CAL will also 
collect addition data during Teacher-Led Tryouts to confirm the effectiveness of this change. 

 

Grade 1, Tier A, Language of Language Arts 
Recommendation: Continue to develop both “Good Morning!” and “Making a Poster.” 

Both “Good Morning!”  and “Making a Poster” performed well in the Tryouts, with responses reflecting the 
targeted genres (Personal Recount and Procedure, respectively), and with responses demonstrating the 
expected language.  

 Good Morning! 
W01A_LA_Morning_501 

Making a Poster 
W01A_LA_Poster_501 

N (students) 3 3 
Strengths • Topic was familiar to students. 

• Responses showed elaboration.  
• Responses showed understanding of the 

graphics. 
• Responses showed familiarity with the 

genre. 
Weaknesses • None • One response was a picture description 

rather than “how to.” 
Planned Revisions • None • Revise sample writing to read “First 

you…” 
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Grade 1, Tier C, Language of Language Arts/Language of Social Studies 
Recommendation: Discontinue development of “Learning New Things.” At the test level, discuss jointly whether 
the genre of Personal Recount should be excluded from the Tier C Writing test specifications. 

Responses to “Learning New Things” resulted in lower scores than expected, with less writing than expected and 
one off-topic response. While revisions could likely improve the task somewhat, we believe the genre (Personal 
Recount) is unlikely to be successful in eliciting the extended responses necessary for Tier C, given the 
constraints of ACCESS (i.e., avoiding both biased and sensitive topics).  

 Learning New Things 
W01C_LS_LearningNewThings_501 

N (students) 5 
Strengths • Students understood the task input and appeared familiar with the topic. 
Weaknesses • Students wrote less than expected and received lower scores than expected. 

• One response, from a higher PL student, was off-topic. 
Planned Revisions • n/a 

 

Grades 2–3, Tier A, Language of Language Arts 
Recommendation: Continue to develop “Making a Card.”  

“Making a Card” performed well in the Tryouts, with responses reflecting the targeted genres (Procedure) and 
demonstrating the expected language.  

 Making a Card 
W23A_LA_HowToMakeCards_501 

N (students) 3 
Strengths • Responses demonstrated understanding of the genre. 

• Students had plenty to write about. 
Weaknesses • One student disagreed that the topic was “interesting to write about.” 
Planned Revisions • None 

 

Grades 2–3, Tier C, Language of Language Arts/Language of Social Studies 
Recommendation: Continue to develop “Salim Ali.”  

 “Salim Ali” elicited responses with some desirable characteristics and some weaknesses. Responses reflected 
the targeted genre (Biographical Recount), but additional refinement of the graphics and TA scripting is 
recommended to improve the language elicited by the task. 

 Salim Ali 
W23C_LS_SalimAli_501 

N (students) 4 
Strengths • Responses demonstrated understanding of the genre. 
Weaknesses • Some responses used repetitive sentence structures. 

• Responses did not consistently include clear information from all 6 graphics. 
Planned Revisions • Revise TA scripting to state explicit connections between pictures C & D and E & F.  

• Revise picture D to include labels and more typical map colors. 
• Revise picture C to show Salim Ali holding a camera in place of binoculars. 
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Grades 4–5 
Test Practice 
Recommendation: Continue to Teacher-Led Tryouts. 

The Test Practice was administered to four low-to-mid proficiency students in Grades 4-5 and performed well. 

 Writing Practice 
W45X_XX_TestPractice_501 

N (students) 4 
Strengths • Students had no trouble navigating through & completing the practice. 

• Students required no assistance completing the writing task that followed the 
practice. 

Weaknesses • One student wasn’t sure if they needed to use the sample writing. 
• Students didn’t write about the girl reading, as expected. 

Planned 
Revisions 

• Add “Or you may begin your writing a different way” to the sample writing 
introduction. 

• Revise graphic on screens 2–3 so that the girl’s action (reading) is more clear. 
 

Grades 4–5, Tier A, Language of Language Arts 
Recommendation: Continue to develop “The Best Way to Read.”  

“The Best Way to Read” performed well in the Tryouts, with responses reflecting the targeted genre (Argument) 
and accurate interpretation of the stimulus and prompt and demonstrating the language at the expected 
proficiency levels.  

 The Best Way to Read 
W45A_LA_WaysToRead_501 

N (students) 4 
Strengths • Responses included a variety of original language. 

• Responses demonstrated experience with the topic. 
• Responses demonstrated understanding of the input. 

Weaknesses • Two students disagreed that the topic was “interesting to write about.” 
Planned Revisions • None 
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